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Villingen-Schwenningen, 30.06.2020:  

 

CONVEO continuous-row system 
Highly economical lighting system for factory halls by Waldmann  

 

Waldmann's CONVEO continuous-row system for production, warehouse and 

dispatch areas on industrial premises focuses on economy: quick planning, 

inexpensive implementation, easy installation and - of course - highly efficient 

lighting technology. 

 

The sophisticated combination of mounting rail, device carrier and fastener makes 

CONVEO the perfect Plug and Light solution. Tool-free intuitive installation with 

automatic forced contacting for instant earthing. 

The variable device carrier spacing provides an almost endless range of planning 

options, supported by an open bus bar profile, the varied lighting technlogy and a 

comprehensive range of accessories. The smart bus bar profile and the well-

designed connection technology guarantee proper functioning and the optimum light 

for any continuous-row system length. 

 

The specially developed lens optic with a UGR of less than 22 and various luminous 

flux classes guarantee even, low-glare lighting with no light/dark zones in the most 

diverse spatial conditions. For error-free work and a high degree of visual comfort. 

The use of device carriers with a DALI operating device offers further options for the 

right level of illumination at the right time and to suit the activity. They facilitate 

continuous dimming, virtual room arrangements and the integration of daylight and 

presence sensors.  

 

Durable materials ensure maintenance freedom, while the latest LED technology 

ensures big savings in CO2 emissions and increases efficiency. CONVEO also 

includes options for biodynamic lighting. 
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B1_ CONVEO, the economical continuous-row system for production, warehouse 

and dispatch areas. 

 

 
B2_ The CONVEO system: mounting rail, fully pre-installed device carrier with 

integrated seals and attachment. 

 

 
B3_ CONVEO is fitted with an intelligent bus bar profile that guarantees easy, quick 

and safe operation. 
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Waldmann – Engineers of Light 

Anyone based in the Black Forest must shine very brightly indeed. Today, the fourth generation of the 

Waldmann family develops lighting solutions that provide people with the optimum support whatever 

they are doing, whether in the office, on machinery, in industrial workplaces or working in healthcare. 

The "Engineers of Light" are constantly re-thinking light. For over ten years, Waldmann's biodynamic 

luminaires (Human Centric Lighting) have been providing people who spend a lot of time working 

indoors with the positive effects of natural light. With its digital solutions, the lighting experts are able to 

get the most out of the floor space and the company's staff and increase safety in healthcare. 
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